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Biology 10

PBS Evolution Part 1:  Darwin’s Dangerous Idea

1)  What kind of clergyman does Darwin claim he’d make?

2)  Who is the man in the top hat Darwin visits with upon his return to London?

3)  When Darwin is speaking in front of the geological society, how high had the sea 

floor risen after the eruptions and earthquakes Darwin witnessed?

4)  What does Darwin’s bird expert tell Darwin about his Galapagos birds?  (What kind 

of birds are they?)

5)  What did Darwin forget to do with his collection of birds?

6)  How does Captain Fitzroy explain why each island had it’s own species of bird?

7)  After Darwin’s fossil are described by Professor Richard Owen, Darwin is warned by 

Owen that “removing man’s unique status is to ___________ _______   _________  

______  _______________________”

8)  What object does Darwin describe the relationships between organisms as being 

like?



9)  List two types of animals Chris Schneider’s team are capturing.

10)  Where did Darwin hypothesize the Galapagos finches originally come from?

11)  Why don’t the seasons change in the highland grasslands Schneider’s team visits?

12)  What is the “tool that Darwin never dreamed of” that Schneider’s team uses to 

determine the relationship between the lowland and highland hummingbirds?

13)  What is Emma’s relationship to Charles Darwin?

14)  Does Emma share Darwin’s views on evolution?

15)  What happens to Erasmus and Charles Darwin on their way to their dinner 

engagement while in their carriage?

16)  What does Erasmus call Malthus?   “The Reverend T. R. _____________”

17)  How does Darwin view human’s role in evolution?  In other words, does he think 

humans are an exception to his theory?

18)  How can scientists observe evolution today?  What virus are they studying?



19)  What is Dr. Saag’s radical treatment option for HIV patients?

20)  Does this treatment plan seem to work?

21)  What does Erasmus want Charles to do when he visits Charles at his country 

home?

22)  How does Richard Owen (the fossil expert) explain why the skeletons of 

vertebrates are so similar?

23)  What argument does Emma Darwin use against Charles after reading his first draft 

of his theory?


